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 Reilly
Whothefuck?
Massachusetts’s attorney general since 1998; prior to that, a prosecutor and 
Middlesex County DA. He’s not wicked rich like the other two (as he’ll remind 
you over and over). He went after offender priests and currently heads up 
the state’s Big Dig cost-recovery efforts. Born to a working-class family in 
Springfi eld, Reilly lives in a two-family shack in Watertown (as he’ll remind 
you over and over). He is endorsed by the Herald.

How he describes himself
“For the past 16 years, you have trusted me with important decisions, 
working hard to protect your streets and your schools and to protect your 
children. But also standing up to the special interests and taking on the big 
corporations who cheat and exploit you. Both of my colleagues were working 
for large corporations and taking millions of dollars from large corporations; I 
was on your side fi ghting every day.” 

How we describe him
The hard-working, good-guy veneer is peeling away, exposing a vengeful, 
cynical hack. He blames Republicans for the Big Dig, then takes campaign 
contributions from Dig contractors; before the tunnel collapsed, he wanted to 
cap Bechtel’s disaster liability. Pillories millionaires, but leads all candidates in 
taking special-interest money. Believes that showing his plumber’s crack and 
bashing Bush should be enough to get him elected. He waited his turn like a 
good party boy, and he’ll be damned if he lets some new guy cut in line ahead 
of him. 

Issues ‘n’ such
Sodomy – for gay marriage, but certifi ed a ballot question to ban it
Income tax cuts – right f ’n now!
Environment – state buys green energy, green construction and hybrid vehicle 
tax credits
Cape wind – supports small-scale and deep-water renewables, but opposes 
anything in Ted Kennedy’s backyard
Health care – reimport drugs, manage chronic disease, cut ineffi ciencies
T fare hike – no way
Economic development – nurture high-tech economy by investing in public 
education

Ignoble moments
Jesus, where do we start? Really—in all our journalistic objectivity—we’re 
declaring this the single worst campaign in the history of time. He 
embarrassed himself and fractured the party by spurning Gabrieli as his 
LG; stuck his nose in a drunk-driving investigation involving a contributor’s 
underage daughters; got caught lying about the most transparent, ineffective 
swift-boating of an opponent ever; and at last week’s debate, fl ung buckets 
of scat at his opponents in a performance that was widely derided as shrill, 
ineffective and self-immolating. 

Key quote
“My street, like many, is also changing. The children who grew up there, played 
with my daughters, attended our schools now cannot afford to raise their 
own families there. They must live further away from their jobs, spend more 
of their lives stuck in traffi c, and less of their time at soccer games and school 
plays. Unfortunately for them, George Bush, Mitt Romney and Kerry Healey do 
not even seem to care. They’d rather help the big oil and drug companies or 
give tax breaks to connected friends in blighted areas, like Prides Crossing.”

Website
tomreilly.org
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